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A single Ar’Kan Attack Speeder
may be taken as a Fast Attack
choice in a Legiones Astartes
Salamanders army.

Instead, a single model in a Legion
Javelin Attack Speeder Squadron or
Legiones Astartes Heavy Land
Speeder Squadron may be replaced
by a Ar’Kan Attack Speeder.

Unit Composition

● 1 (Unique)

Unit Type

● Vehicle (Skimmer, Fast)

Wargear

● Heavy flamer
● Melta cannon
● 2 Heavy flamers

Special Rules

● Deepstrike
● Grav-backwash

Options

● The Ar’Kan Attack Speeder may exchange its pintle-mounted Heavy
Flamer for a Multi–melta..................................................... +10 pointsl

Range Str AP Type

Melta cannon 18“ 8 1 Heavy 1, Blast (3“),
Melta

Grav-backwash
Unless the vehicle has become immobilised, attackers suffer a -2
To Hit in Assault.

An example of Vulkan's skill
as artisan, the Ar’Kan is a
variant of the widely used
Javelin Attack Speeder. The
vehicle's armor is reinforced
at the front and coated with
a heat-resistant alloy, its
secrets only known to the
forge masters of Nocturene,
the homeworld of the
Salamanders.
This additional heat shield is
needed not to withstand
enemy fire, but instead to be
able to mount and fire its
front facing Melta cannon.
Without this protetction,
the speeder would all but
desintegrate within a few
shots an even the highly
resistant metals used by the
Salamanders are in need of
replacement after each
engagement of the Ar’Kan,
making it a very hard to
maintain asset in their
armoury.

By the beginning of the civil
war, only one of these
speeders was ever
produced, and it will stay
unique as Vulkan is
considered lost after the
Drop Side Massacre, taking
with him the secrets of the
miniaturisation of the
delicate weaponry.

Fast Attack

110 points
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Ar’KanAttack Speeder
The Flamewrought Charriot, Ashbringer

Armour

BS Front Side Rear HP

Ar’Kan Attack Speeder 4 12 11 10 2


